REPRESENTATION OF POSITIVE HARMONIC FUNCTIONS
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We re concerned with the problem of representing the positive hrmonic
functions in given region, nd re primarily interested here in pointing out
the relevance to this problem of number of other problems, some of which
hve been discussed in the literature. The representation, by means of the
Poisson-Stieltjes integral, of the positive hrmonic functions in sphere is an
instance of the type of representation with which we re concerned. The
nlytical technique customarily employed in establishing the Poisson-Stieltjes
representation or one of its generalizations requires relatively stringent smoothness conditions (e.g., bounded curvature) upon the boundary of the region.
It is true that the criteri we here cite as sufficient for solution of the representation problem re less explicitly connected with the nture of the boundary
than a.re the usual conditions iust referred to, nd it does not seem trivial
problem to characterize intrinsically the regions for which these criteri re
sutisfied. Nevertheless, s we shll show elsewhere, our criteri re stisfied
by cla.sses of regions considerably broder thn those to which the customary
technique applies. This would seem to mke it clear that the representation
problem does not depend essentially on smoothness conditions, even in three
deus ex
or more dimensions where conforml mapping no longer serves s
machina.

In the present note we shall point out the criteri and give one two-dimensional
pplication: direct representtiontht is, representation not depending
upon the intervention of conforml mppingof the positive harmonic functions in finitely multiply connected Jordan region. For simplicity we shall
restrict the discussion to bounded regions nd shall use two-dimensionl lnguage, but it is to be emphasized that, except in the application at the end,
the argument is independent of the number of dimensions.
The representation in question is of the form
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where u(P) is non-negative ha.rmonic function in bounded region A, where
A* is the frontier of A, where f(S, P) is certain function which depends only
upon the region A nd which is defined for S e A*, P A, nd where #(e) is a
finite, non-negative, completely dditive function of Borel sets which vn’lshes
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